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Identification of Photoexcited Electron Relaxation in a
Cobalt Phosphide Modified Carbon Nitride Photocatalyst
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Transition metal phosphides have been recognized as efficient cocatalysts to boost the activity of semiconductor photocatalysts.
However, a rigorous and quantitative understanding is still to be
developed about how transition metal phosphides influence
photoexcited electron dynamics. Here, we present a nanosecond
time-resolved transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) study of the
photoexcited electron dynamics in carbon nitrides (g-C3N4) before
and after Co and/or P modifications. Our spectroscopic study
showed that Co or P lowered the initial electron density, whereas
they promoted the photoexcited electron relaxation of g-C3N4,
with their half-life times (t50%) of 2.5 and 1.8 ns, respectively. The
formation of a CoP co-catalyst compound promoted the electron
relaxation (t50% = 2.8 ns) without significantly lowering the charge
separation efficiency. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations
were undertaken to explore the underlying fundamental reasons
and they further predicted that CoP, compared to Co or P
modification, better facilitates photoexcited electron transfer from
g-C3N4 to reactants.

Solar-to-fuel conversion is a promising route to store solar
energy in a way that compensates for increasing environmental
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issues caused by fossil fuel consumption.[1] In principle, the
formation of electron-hole pairs in photocatalysts upon illumination and their subsequent involvement in redox reactions are
the main processes in photocatalytic conversion. To achieve
highly efficient photochemical conversion, the main challenge
in photocatalysis is to maximize the extraction of charge
carriers while suppressing their recombination.[2]
Co-catalyst/semiconductor heterostructures have been the
focus of many investigations in recent years for photocatalysis
and solar energy conversion. Co-catalysts will not only serve as
active sites, but also promote the photo-excited charge
separation and transfer,[3] thus enhancing the photocatalytic
activity. Significant attention has been drawn to transition
metal phosphides (e. g., FeP, CoP, and NiP),[4] because of their
low cost, earth abundance and high electrochemical activity.
CoP in particular has been extensively studied as an effective
co-catalyst for photocatalytic water splitting and CO2 reduction
reactions.[5] The reason for its enhanced O2 evolution activity
has been ascribed to the increased life-time of photogenerated
holes.[6] However, its contribution to photogenerated electron
dynamics remains elusive, although Co and/or P can significantly enhance the catalytic activity towards H2 evolution and
CO2 reduction reactions.[5b–d]
Carbon nitride (g-C3N4), known as a polymeric semiconductor for H2 evolution since the 19th century, is attracting
significant research interest because of its visible light photocatalytic performance, good physicochemical stability and facile
synthesis.[7] However, only a handful of studies have focused on
its fundamental photophysical processes, especially the photoexcited electron dynamics, which control its photocatalytic
activity.[8] It has been reported that CoP-loaded g-C3N4 has
demonstrated higher photocatalytic activity for the H2 evolution reaction than pristine or Co- or P-modified g-C3N4,[9] while
the photoexcited electron dynamics of Co- and/or P-loaded
g-C3N4 remain elusive. The current work seeks to uncover Co
and/or P effects on the photoexcited electron dynamics in gC3N4 by combining transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS)
with density functional theory (DFT) calculations to investigate
the structural differences and possible origins for the affected
electron relaxation process. This study enables new insights
into the fundamental processes that govern electron relaxation
dynamics at the transition metal phosphide co-catalyst/semiconductor interface, and therefore provides a unique perspective for the development of low-cost co-catalyst/semiconductor
heterostructures for efficient solar-to-fuel conversion.
The experimental investigation was realized by using nanosecond time-resolved pump-probe TAS[10] with a temporal
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resolution of lower than 1 ns and probe spectral range of
350–900 nm (see SI for details). The charge carrier dynamics
were monitored after laser excitation at 355 nm, at which
wavelength the steady-state absorption spectra were similar for
the studied samples. The g-C3N4 used in this study was

Figure 1. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data of (a, c) P 2p and
(b, d) Co 2p regions in (a) P/g-C3N4, (b) Co/g-C3N4 and (c, d) CoP/g-C3N4; the
intensity of (d) was magnified by 1.5 fold to clearly show the peaks. The
binding energy in the P 2p region around 133.3 eV corresponds to the
interaction of P with N. The featured satellite peaks in the Co 2p region
indicates the oxidized states of cobalt in Co/g-C3N4, and the oxidation state
of CoP/g-C3N4 was similar to that of CoP structure.

Figure 2. (a) Spectral slice taken from the transient absorption spectroscopy
(TAS) data at the pump–probe time delay of 1 ns. The baseline (BL), ground
state bleaching (GR) and photoinduced positive absorption (AB) were
labelled. Hyperspectral TAS images are shown in (b) g-C3N4, (c) Co/g-C3N4,
(d) P/g-C3N4 and (e) CoP/g-C3N4, after excitation with a pump laser pulse of
355 nm (2 μJ/pulse, 1000 Hz).
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synthesized by a typical thermal condensation method using
urea as the precursor,[11] followed by pyrolysis and phosphorization reactions to obtain Co- and/or P-modified samples[9] (Co/gC3N4, P/g-C3N4 and CoP/g-C3N4). Relatively low Co loading of ca.
0.5 wt % was chosen to ensure high optical transparency and
minimize the light absorption of the CoP/g-C3N4 sample. The
structure was confirmed by XRD, UV-vis and TEM (EDX)
(Figures S1–S4). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (Figure 1) demonstrated that P interacted with N in P/g-C3N4 and
cobalt existed as oxidized states in Co/g-C3N4, while a CoP
compound was formed in the CoP/g-C3N4 sample, which was in
accordance with the reported results.[9,12]
Figure 2a shows the TA spectral slice taken at a time delay
of 1 ns for the synthesized samples in water. The spectrum of
g-C3N4 was similar to that of Godin et al.,[8c] with the ground
state bleaching around 550 nm and a positively broad
absorption range above 600 nm. The positive absorption range
has been ascribed to the photogenerated electrons,[8c,d] and
was also confirmed by our TAS study, which showed that the
broad absorption range was obviously enhanced when TEOA
was added as the hole scavenger (Figure S5), while significant
changes were observed in the TA spectra for the same g-C3N4
after Co or P modification. Co/g-C3N4 demonstrated lower
positive absorption intensity, though with similar extended
absorption range to that of g-C3N4. P/g-C3N4 displayed both
lower positive absorption intensity and narrower absorption
range, with the positive to negative crossover point of the TA
spectrum moved to longer wavelength (~ 750 nm). However,
the TA spectrum of CoP/g-C3N4 demonstrated obviously
positive absorption in the compared range and displayed
almost the same spectrum as that of g-C3N4 at the compared
time slice of 1 ns.
The hyperspectral TAS images after 725 nm are shown in
Figures 2b–e, which monitored the electron-induced TA spectra
evolution. The broad photoexcited electron-induced hyperspectral image in Figure 2b indicates the long-lived electrons
extended to long-timescale (μs) in g-C3N4. The absorption
intensity was obviously lowered for Co/g-C3N4 (Figure 2c) and
P/g-C3N4 (Figure 2d). In P/g-C3N4 in particular, the positive
absorption at short wavelength changed to negative bleaching
with prolonged time. CoP/g-C3N4 clearly displayed high photoexcited electron absorption intensity, while with prolonged
time, the spectra evolution was obviously different from that of
g-C3N4.
To elucidate the dynamics of photogenerated electrons, we
monitored and compared the TA kinetics around 800 nm for all
the samples. As shown in Figure 3a, following the same laser
excitation intensity, g-C3N4 displayed high initial TA intensity,
then showed a power law kinetic decay with a life-time longer
than our spectral detection time limit (Figure S6a), which is due
to the formation of photocatalytically inactive electron trap
states,[8c,d] thus leading to low photoactivity. For Co/g-C3N4, the
TA intensity decreased, which may be due to the decreased
charge separation efficiency,[13] but it still displayed a life-time
of up to microsecond timescale (Figure S6b). Compared with
g-C3N4, an interesting phenomenon occurred for P/g-C3N4,
which showed that not only did the TA intensity decrease, but
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Figure 3. Transient absorption (TA) kinetic decays probed at 800 nm of gC3N4, Co/g-C3N4, P/g-C3N4 and CoP/g-C3N4 in water after laser excitation at
355 nm (2 μJ/pulse, 1000 Hz): (a) before normalization, and (b) normalized
fitting results with the inset shows the inverse phenomenon.

it also changed to a negative bleaching around 2 ns, with the
bleaching extended outside of our spectral detection limit
(Figure S6c), which may be ascribed to the trapping of photogenerated charges over P sites and will be discussed in the
following section. After the formation of the CoP structure,
CoP/g-C3N4 demonstrated completely different features compared to both Co/g-C3N4 and P/g-C3N4. The highest TA intensity
of CoP/g-C3N4 only slightly decreased compared with that of
pristine g-C3N4, while it demonstrated a different decreasing
decay time around 3 ns, and with prolonged time the TA
intensity was lower than that of pristine g-C3N4.
Furthermore, we use t50% (the time at which the TA intensity
of the photoexcited electrons has decreased by 50 %)[13–14] to
quantitatively compare the photogenerated electron dynamics.
The t50% of all the analyzed samples are in the order of
g-C3N4 > CoP/g-C3N4 > Co/g-C3N4 > P/g-C3N4 (4.0, 2.8, 2.5 and
1.8 ns, respectively). Whereas Co and/or P modifications have
been reported to exhibit higher photoactivity than pristine gC3N4 for water splitting and CO2 reduction,[5c–d,9] recent timeresolved spectroscopy studies have also shown that deeply
trapped electrons with the life-time of longer than a microsecond were responsible for the limited H2 evolution activity of
g-C3N4;[8c,d] thus, the photocatalytic activity of g-C3N4 would be
mainly affected by the photogenerated electron dynamics on
the nanosecond timescale. The decreasing t50% is an indication
of promoted relaxation of photoexcited electrons in g-C3N4
after Co and/or P modifications. The transfer times of photoexcited electrons from g-C3N4 to Co and/or P are estimated to
be 6.7, 4.9 and 3.3 ns for CoP/g-C3N4, Co/g-C3N4 and P/g-C3N4,
respectively (see SI for calculation details). These results
indicate that the promoted electron relaxation occurred on the
timescale of several nanoseconds, and their capabilities to
extract the photoexcited electrons from g-C3N4 were in an
order of P/g-C3N4 > Co/g-C3N4 > CoP/g-C3N4. Furthermore, the
weak signals of Co/g-C3N4 and P/g-C3N4 indicate the ultrafast
quenching of the photogenerated electrons, which might be
ascribed to the ultrafast bulk recombination of the electronhole pairs, and thus may reduce the possibility of electron
transfer to Co or P on picosecond timescales.
The normalized fitting results were compared in Figure 3b,
where an inversed phenomenon around 75 ns (inset of Figure 3b) was observed between CoP/g-C3N4 and Co/g-C3N4. Such
inversed phenomenon indicates that the electron trapping is
ChemPhotoChem 2021, 5, 330 – 334
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less strong over CoP/g-C3N4, which may contribute to the
higher photoactivity of the CoP co-catalyst rather than that of
Co or P modification.[5c,9] This is also verified by the calculated
work functions for Co/g-C3N4 and CoP/g-C3N4 which were 4.68
and 4.37 eV, respectively. With the lower work function for
CoP/g-C3N4, the photoexcited electrons in CoP/g-C3N4 are more
easily accessible for reactions, which may correspond to the
inversed phenomenon of the spectra fitting results (inset of
Figure 3b).
Further insight into the underpinning origins for the
different TA kinetics was gained by DFT analysis. Compared
with pristine g-C3N4 (Figure 4a), modification of the electronic
band gap of the g-C3N4 was observed after Co and P doping, as
shown in Figure 4b and c. Consistent with our XPS analysis and
previous reports,[9,15] P was preferentially substituted at the C
site (Figure 4c), whereas the Co was interstitially doped at the
hollow site, bridging two N atoms (Figure 4b). The band gap of
the pristine g-C3N4 was predicted at 2.80 eV, which was found
to narrow upon Co (1.84 eV) and P (2.17 eV) doping. The
valence band edge of the pristine g-C3N4 is dominated by N-p
orbitals. Compared to P doping, the valence band edge is
modified by Co doping, with the Co-d orbitals dominating the
valence band edge of Co/g-C3N4. The average C N distance in
the pristine g-C3N4 is calculated at 1.335 Å, compared to a P N

Figure 4. Optimized structures of (a) g-C3N4, (b) Co/C3N4, (c) P/C3N4 and
(d) CoP(111)/C3N4, with their corresponding projected density of states (e)–
(h). The green and red isosurface contours from different charge density
analysis denote regions of charge density accumulation and depletion,
respectively.
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distance of 1.501 Å in the doped P/g-C3N4, whereas the average
bridging Co N bond distance in Co/g-C3N4 is predicted at
2.081 Å. The interface formation between g-C3N4 and the CoP
(111) surface is found to induce a much larger reduction in the
bandgap of g-C3N4, to 1.68 eV, which is consistent with the
enhanced visible light absorption of the CoP/g-C3N4 sample
(Figure S3). The significant reduction in the bandgap of g-C3N4
in the interface structure can be attributed to the intrinsic
metallicity of bulk CoP (Figure S8) and its CoP(111) surface
(Figure 4h).
The electron density redistribution and transfer between
CoP and g-C3N4 was analyzed via differential charge density isosurfaces and Bader charge analyses. In the P/g-C3N4 system, the
extra electron from the C substitution by a P atom delocalizes
to the π-conjugated triazine ring, creating positively charged
P + centers, which can promote efficient separation of photogenerated charges. Consistently, the calculated Bader charge of
the P site (+ 5.00 e ) in P/g-C3N4 is higher than that of the
interstitial Co sites (+ 0.97 e ) in Co/g-C3N4. The larger positive
charge and thus stronger Lewis acid site of the P + centers
indicates that the transfer of photogenerated electrons from
g-C3N4 to P + would be much easier/faster than to the Co +
centers, which is in accordance with the electron transfer time
of our TA kinetic results (Figure 3). It has been verified that the
photoexcited electrons will be produced by the N sites,[7a,9] and
the XPS results in Figure 1a shows that there are strong P N
interactions in the P/g-C3N4 sample. Thus, the larger positive
charge of the P + sites will also be responsible for the trapping
of electrons to form catalytically inactive states, which induces
the transition from a positive to a negative bleaching with
prolonged time (Figure 3). Although P/g-C3N4 showed the
fastest extraction of the photoexcited electrons in g-C3N4, the
photoactivity is low due to electron trapping.[5c–d,9] It is evident
from Figure 4d that electron density accumulates (green
contours) around the centers of the newly formed C Co bonds
at the g-C3N4/CoP(111) interface, and Bader charge analysis
demonstrates that the g-C3N4 loses about 0.67 electrons to the
top of the CoP(111) surface, which may correspond to the
relatively low capability to extract photogenerated electrons
(Figure 3a). However, the work functions for g-C3N4, Co/g-C3N4,
P/g-C3N4 and CoP/g-C3N4 were calculated at 4.88, 4.68, 4.59 and
4.37 eV, respectively. The lowest work function of CoP/g-C3N4
shows that the photoexcited electrons over CoP/g-C3N4 are
more easily accessible for reactions.
In summary, the influence of Co and P on photoexcited
electron dynamics in g-C3N4 is directly monitored on the
nanosecond timescale, which is the timescale of the photoexcited electron transfer processes taking place in a g-C3N4
photocatalytic material. Combined with DFT calculations,
further insights are provided for different electron relaxation
processes, thus explaining the current reported results, which
showed that a CoP co-catalyst displays excellent photocatalytic
performance. The origin of this behavior may come from the
promotion of photoexcited electron relaxation in g-C3N4 without significantly lowering the charge separation efficiency;
these photoexcited electrons would be easily available for
reactions. Furthermore, a special interface could form between
ChemPhotoChem 2021, 5, 330 – 334
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CoP and g-C3N4 to enhance the visual light absorption and
promote the photoexcited charge separation, which will also
benefit the photocatalytic activity.
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